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SUMMARIES OF PERIODICALS.

LITERATURE AND GENERAL.
[These summaries will in future deal only with original work appearing in the

periodicals. Reviews of books will be mentioned in the summaries published
in the Classical Review. Also an account of the contents of Neue Jahrbiicher for
the years 1916-1920 inclusive appears in the Classical Review for August-
September, 1921.—EDD. C.Q.]

American Journal of Philology. XLII. 2. 1921.
W. P. Mustard, Petrarch's Africa. An analysis, with a number of illustrative

quotations and remarks on possible classical models both prose and verse, and a few
brief notes on language. W. N. Brown, Bluff in Hindu Fiction. The writer discusses
the various forms of the 'bluff1 motif, indicating and illustrating their range of use,
and endeavours to determine the relation of some folk or oral stories to literary
sources. Charles W. Peppier, Comic Terminations in Aristophanes. Part V. This
article deals with verbs in vXXto, vma, OTTO, idia, and i(u>, and with comic coinages in
verbs, adverbs, interjections, and miscellaneous words. Paul Haupt, Abraham's
Bosom. A discussion, with parallels from various languages of the exact meaning of
the phrase and the particular part of the body denoted by KOXTTOS. F . A. Wright,
Horace and Philodemus. Suggests that several passages in Ovid, as well as the
episode of the pirate turned gardener in Vergil, Georgic IV., are worked up from
epigrams by Philodemus (who is quoted by Horace, Serm. I. 2. 120) by Leonidas.
Tenney Frank, Hor. Carm. III. 4 Descende caelo. An endeavour to explain this ode
as ' a dedicatory poem that for some reason is out of the position for which it was
intended,' and not as forming part of the ' cycle ' in praise of virtue. B. O. Foster,
Livy VII. 14, §§ 6-10. Proposes to remove the difficulty of the words instructo
uani . . . ueris uiribus profuit by adopting the new Oxford punctuation, and reading
instructos (agreeing with monies) for instructo.

Classical Philology. XVI. 1. 1921.
C. D. Adams, ra ylppa (.vtiriforpao-av, Demosthenes XVIII . 169. Accepting ancient

testimony that yeppa were the materials of which the a-Krjval were made, A. revives
Reiske's view that the object of burning them was to secure a place for the instant
assembling of the militia. He quotes Andocides' account of a similar situation in
415 B.C. (On the Mysteries, 45). He rejects the proposed emendation TO. ykpp a.vexera.v-
wtrav (' they stretched the hurdles '), which rests on a misinterpretation of the scholion
on Aristophanes, Achamians, 22. Both there and in the Speech against Neaera, § 90,
yeppa naturally means the wicker mats of the tradesmen's booths. W. L. Wester-
mann, Land Registers of Western Asia under the Seleucids. W. examines a few inscrip-
tions dealing with grants of land made by the Seleucid kings. Detailed descriptions
of the smaller land units were kept in the local registers, and were absent from the
central register, which was constructed on broader lines. J. A. Scott, Homer as the
Poet of the Thebais. The theory that Homer was regarded in the seventh century
as the poet of the Thebais rests (1) upon the supposed reference to Callinus in
Pausanias, IX. 9. 5 ; (2) upon the identification with the Thebais of T(OV 'O/o^eiW
eirmv of Herodotus, V. 67. But in Pausanias Callinus is a purely conjectural
reading, and Pausanias refers to Antimachus as the poet of the expedition against
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Thebes. As to Herodotus, the Argive inscription in honour of Homer shows that it
was the connexion of the Argives with the Trojan War, not with Argos, that aroused
their pride. L. R. Taylor, The Latina Colonia of Livy XL. 43. T. discusses the
identity of the Latin colony mentioned by Livy under the year 180 B.C. He
examines the views of Mommsen and others, and suggests that the colony was
established at Pisae, Rome's military and naval base against the Ligurians.
D. McFayden, The Princeps and the Senatorial Provinces. The view, widely accepted,
that under the Augustan constitution the princeps possessed an imperium maius over
the senatorial provinces is based upon certain passages in Dio Cassius and Ulpian.
M. shows that the various accounts of the princeps' intervention in the affairs of
these provinces are more easily explained if we reject these statements than if we
accept them. The progressive movement towards absolutism in the emperor's
relations with the Senate led Ulpian and Dio, writing in the third century, to assume
that the senatorial no less than the imperial provinces were under the emperor's
authority. C. D. Buck, Studies in Greek Noun-Formation. Continuing his studies of
dental terminations, B. deals with words in -ds, -avros. F . A. Wood, Greek and Latin
Etymologies. In ' Notes and Discussions ' W. A. Oldfather and J. B. Titchener deal
with the sources of the Lexicon Militare, P . Shorey with the methods of the higher
criticism of Homer, W. A. Heidel with two Sophoclean cruxes {Antigone 4, and
Oed. Tyr. 44), and A. S. Pease with the sceleratum frigus of Virgil, Georgia, I I . 256.

XVI. 2.

F. E. Robbins, The Tradition of Greek Arithmology. R. seeks to determine the
sources and relationships of the ancient writers on arithmology. Starting from
conclusions obtained in an earlier paper on ' Posidonius and the Sources of Pytha-
gorean Arithmology,' he traces the connexion of each writer with the lost document,
which he regards as a common source. Philo, Lydus, and Anatolius belong to an
older strain of the manuscript tradition; Theon diverges from them in his account
of the number 7, and is followed by Chalcidius, Capella, Favonius, Macrobius, and
the compiler of the Theologumena Arithmeticae. A diagram of relationships is appended.
G. Laing, The Origin of the Cult of the Lares. L. criticizes the view, revived in a
recent article in the American Journal of Archaeology, that the Lares are ancestor-
spirits and their cult ancestor-worship. Ancient testimony gives feeble support to
the theory, and the ceremonies adduced by Samter are poor evidence. L. refers to
the youth's intention of changing his Lar in Plautus, Merc. 836, and to the incon-
spicuous place occupied by the Lares at the Parentalia. Wissowa's view that the
Lares were originally divinities attached to places and not to persons over-emphasizes
a single aspect of the cult. L. holds that they were spirits of the primitive Roman
type, capable of helping or harming, but otherwise undefined as to function and
number. The epithets mark a later stage of differentiation and definition. H . Craig,
Dryden's Lucian. C. gives (1) a list of seventeenth-century translations of Lucian;
(2) an account of Dryden's life of Lucian, prefixed to a new translation of all the
works; (3) an analysis of the contents of this edition, with information about the
translators. P . Shorey, Horace, Satires i. 3. 112-13 an^ Plato, Theaetetus, 172k, B.
S. refers 1. H I to the views of the ethical sceptics, set forth in Plato Republic I I .
and of Epicurus, and finds the ultimate source of 11. 113-14 in Plato, Theae-
tetus, 172A, B, which, presenting a modified form of Protagorean relativity, allows
that the distinction between utility and inutility is not a matter of mere arbitrary
enactment. He rejects entirely Wilamowitz's interpretation of the Platonic passage.
W. L. Westermann, The " Uninundated Lands " in Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt. II.
W. shows that the afipoyos yr} paid at least as high a rate of tax as the flooded lands,
and concludes that the government by means of high rentals sought to force
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production on land of this class. He adduces the evidence of leases to show that
the tenant attempted to avoid the laborious cultivation of the a/?/H>x<>s, or was
reimbursed for it. A. E. R. Boak, Greek and Coptic School Tablets at the University
of Michigan. An account of three school tablets from Egypt—two Greek and one
Coptic—recently acquired. They contain various exercises in writing, spelling, and
numbers. Under ' Notes and Discussions,' A. Shewan rejects Professor Boiling's
view that the meaning applied to TTod-q in the Iliad differs from that in the Odyssey.
C. Ritter suggests that the difficult iav d™ oiriaa-i of Alcibiades in Plato, Sym-
posium 212E, is an expression of his natural self-assurance, heightened by his drunken
condition ; 'wenn ich so sage, so gilt's.' C. Murley, connecting (nuco^avn/s with the
connotation of worthlessness which O-UKJVOS frequently bears, suggests that it means
1 trifle-revealer.' A. S. Pease quotes a few short passages which do not appear in
von Arnim's Stoicorum veterum fragmenta.

Hermes. LVI. 2. 1921.
G. Wissowa, Die Varronischen di certi und incerti. W. reopens the discussion

of the meaning of these terms which he started in 1885, and maintains his original
view against Usener, Bickel, Sam Wide, and others. The certitudo, which is the
basis of Varro's classification of gods, refers merely to the certainty or uncertainty
of Varro's own information, and not to the certainty or uncertainty of the character
of the gods themselves. R. Laqueur, Scipio Africanus und die Eroberung von Neukar-
thago. A very elaborate investigation of the sources used by Polybius in Book X.,
provoked by E. Meyer's paper in Berl. Sitzungsber. 1916. The earliest elements in
the narrative of S.'s attack on New Carthage are ultimately derived from the bald
account, admitting divine intervention, given by some fighter engaged in the action
but ignorant of S.'s strategic ideas. P. only got to know the plan of operations
later when he met Laelius, and Laelius, the confidant of S., is the source of P.'s
knowledge of the purpose behind S.'s undertakings, diplomatic and military alike.
This is true as well of the ' Scipionic ' features in P.'s account of Hannibal's march,
and Laqueur, rejecting the view that P . got these from the younger Scipio, now
asserts that they are all alike derived from Laelius. The ' Laelian' elements in
Book III . were incorporated between 160 and 155. Laqueur goes on to discuss the
development of P.'s historiography. He began in the ' rhetorical' Hellenistic school,
of which he was later the bitter enemy ; but as he collected more material and saw
more of Roman power, there grew on him the idea of a system working towards
Roman supremacy. Finally, influenced by the Stoa, he arrived at the conception of
world-history, and at the same time, but not before, became the complete rationalist.
MISCELLEN : Karl Praechter, Notes on Porphyrius' commentary on Aristotle's Categories,
p. 123, 29 ff. (Busse). F . Bechtel, On the name "AkQipros (Paus. II . 30. 5).

LVI. 3. 1921.
E. von Stern, Zur Beurteilung der politischen Wirksamheit des Tiberius und Gains

Gracchus. A criticism of recent views on the political activity of the Gracchi. Von
Stern's own view is that they were doctrinaire revolutionists rather than reformers.
They attempted to apply the doctrines of Greek political philosophy to Rome, e.g.
the principle of the immediate sovereignty of the people. They were no statesmen,
and failed because they were blind to the difference between the Greek polis and a
world state. C. Robert, Zu Euripides' Troerinnen. A discussion of Cassandra's
monody 308 ff. and other passages. L. Deubner, Zum Freiburger Makedonurdialog.
A fresh examination of a dialogue on the divinity of Alexander the Great first pub-
lished by W. Aly in the Heidelberg. Sitzungsbericht, 1914, Abp. 2. U. Kahrstedt,
Sparta und Persien in der Pentekontaetie. An attempt to show that Sparta made a
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formal peace with Persia about the year 476-5. O. Weinreich, Blutgerichte ev
W. explains the practice as due to ritual hygiene. Sunlight and rain counteract the
pollution. MISCELLEN : W. Spiegelberg maintains that ^aySav (Athen. 690 E) is
the old Egyptian sgnn with the masculine article p- prefixed. O. Weinreich shows
that Apuleius Met. VI. 8 septem sauia . . . mellitum is only a coarse version of
Moschus' "Epa>s Spairfrrjs line 4. K. Praechter suggests in Philodemus irtpl opyrjs,
Fr. E (P. 4 Wilke) T ^ [ V ry fia.Krqpia'] TVTTTti. F. Bechtel on the Thessalian river
names KepKivevs and BouAei's. They are derived from KapKivos (ablaut form
and from /ftuAos, i.e., the river that carries down /3£>\oi.

Revue de Philologie. XLIV. 3. 1920.
V. B6rard, Sur les Scholies et le texte de I'Odyssee. A long series of emendations

of the scholia based upon a comparison with Strabo, who drew much of his informa-
tion from Alexandrine vTroft-vrniaTa, and Eustathius. F . Cumont, Lucrece et le symbo-
lisme pythagoricien des enfers. Lucr. I I I . 978-1023, where Hell is explained as the
torments inflicted on men by their passions in their life on earth, is not borrowed
from the source from which the end of the third book is derived. The doctrine is
neo-pythagorean and not epicurean. It is found in Philo, who derived it either
directly or through Posidonius from Pythagoreanism. Lucretius is probably echoing
Ennius, who developed the doctrine of metempsychosis at the beginning of his
Annals and in his satire ' Epicharmus.' P. Roussel, Remarques sur les Suppliantes et
le Promethee d'Eschyle. Traces references to the participation of the Egyptians in the
battle of Salamis in 742 KOI A.ey<o irpbs elSora and in 713-722, and argues that the date
of the Supplices cannot be earlier than 478-473. In P.V. 440-42 is a reference to
Prometheus distributing the ykpa of the gods, a story which must have been familiar
to the audience, and which is known to us from Hesiod, Theog. 535 sqq. Aeschylus
deliberately rejects Hesiod's version that P . deceived the gods. B. Haussoullier,
Inscriptions dt Didymes ; Classement chronologique des comptes de la construction du Didymeion.
Continued from 1919, p. 175, and 1920, p. 31. Deals with work done between
176-75 and 172-71. The method of consulting the oracle is discussed in an appendix.

LANGUAGE.
Glotta. XI. Band. 1. 2. Heft. 1921.
Albert Debrunner writes on The Use of av with the Indicative in Subordinate Clauses

in the Hellenistic Age, e.g. /laKdpws fjv avrdv Svriva av KCU pavov Trp<xrefi\.e\f/ct, Lucian,
Dial. Mort. 9. 2. This idiom is an independent growth, and has no connexion with
the ' iterative av' used by the classical writers in main sentences; it came in to
replace the ' optative without av : keyet 0 n av fiovX-qrai became (for past time) tkeytv
5 n av e/8ovA.£To instead of <?A.eyev 5 n /3OVX.OITO. Hugo v. Helle discusses The Division
of Syllables in Latin. F . Slotty's Studies in Vulgar Latin include (1) a discussion of
'words for the three dimensions'; (2) ' the type Chalons-sur-Marne in Latin.'
E. Schwyzer has a few notes on Greek dialectic forms; and E. Kieckers and
W. Kroll deal with the question of the 'appositional clause' in Latin and Greek, the
so-called 'accusative (or nominative) in apposition to the sentence.' R. Munz on
ykOrra and SIOAEKTOS, and a Fragment of Posidonius. The remaining fifty pages are
devoted to summaries and notices of books and articles published in 1917.


